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may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2496 26 Morley Rd Trevally Hare: Two Inlet

Inlet’s Run 12 th October 2021 at Tiles Block.

The Boys gathered at Tiles’s New Shed it is becoming a real Noah’s Arch with Tiles feeding the very friendly gathering of wildlife. They are now familiar with the sound of the Truck coming Home for feeding time.
It was a good rollup presumably because it was going to be a Feast hosted by Tiles who now had the
apron on and busy organizing the Roasts for Tea after the Run. Most had read the Trash and seen the
change of Venue and a “ Free Feed “.
At 6.30pm it was called on a dry but windy nite... Inlet was not very informative just saying it starts at the
Gate!!! We were blessed by the presents of our GM.. Derbs complete with Folder and 2050 Run Details.
Conspicuous absence by Bendover had Fingers looking for a chat with someone else.... One Hump was
also noted a missing being too busy making Fairy Floss for the upcoming Shows. The Pack was about 15
that sauntered down Morley Road to Francis Street for a baby climb onto Pitt Avenue. The Run headed off
to the right through a grassy waterlogged section behind the Hydro Tunnel and into the Recreation Area.
As usual Abba was last even at this early stage but always determined to do the full run/walk. The Pack
had broken up now as the back markers Hashed through the grassy section and formed up again to then
drop behind as the run snaked through the Hydro Village .... most of Tiles old acquaintances have passed
on now and most of the houses have been modernized. A mumbling in the Pack could be heard as they
approached Rowsphorn Road Hill but a sigh of relief had this bypassed and headed into the New Subdivision with a loop to the top and a backtrack through the Easement and onto Pomona Road. So a turn to
the left had them heading down the Hill....... at the old shop location a few called it time as they had travelled 2.5klms. Groat had been cycling again and said his legs were “ Puffed out “.They muttered if you go
down you have to come back up. The remainder travelled down with conversation about the Villa Units
covering the lane next to Disease’s old house ..... talk about in each other’s pockets no loud music or partying here!!! Electric Eric was our leader with now only the core of the Club following like the Pied Piper.
At the Pomona Road Roundabout the run headed left .... a slight climb up Tamar Rise again past more
new houses and more under the construction stage. Another easement track which was familiar to previous runs was the way and as it weaved coming out on Pitten Crief with a short downhill run to Riverside
Drive .... a turn right soon found the “ On Home “ at the corner of Pomona Road...... it was now a run/
walk up the hill to cover another 2.5 klm’s to the Block and a total of 5Klm’s. Late comers Rickshaw and
Sheep Dip who were not advising why they were late but had to Skull headed out to be commended but
were also reluctant to say how much of the run they completed.
Now for the frivolities. A few returned Hashers gave the thumbs up to Inlet... everybody back within the
hour and not venturing very far from the Run Site.

Since this was to be the week of the Signal Station climb on Mount Direction, you could always be sure there would be
hills involved. And being in the beautiful Swan Bay environs of Electric Eric's, that was a given anyway!
The pack were sent off on lime, travelling along the new national highway track on EE's block and through the leech
infected sags to the bottom gate into old hasher Roger Ryan's back yard. Did anyone notice the new garden area the
Ryan's have cleared in the swamp?
On down Meika Court and Swan Drive to a check at Windermere Road and the hashers easily found the well marked
run heading back up the hill towards the highway. After a gentle stroll along the road, the hasher's found themselves
heading up the fence line of the new subdivision, climbing to the top of the hill. It is awhile since the club has ran/
walked this hill and the climb sorted out the men from the girls - oh wait, that was a girl at the rear! New wife of Sparra on an LH3 run. This is not a new trend, LH3 is still a men's only club, except for visiting hashers. Just a hiccup in our
reality
After pausing to take in the magnificent views, the trail led down the opposite side of the subdivision, skirting the
swamp to the on home in block one, with only 500metres back to the On On.
The pack arrived back close together, with ABBA advising it was a very good run because it was the first time he got
back to EEs before dark!
A roaring fire in the new Satellite Dish fire pit, with plenty of freshly cut dry limb wood for the pyromaniacs.
Electric Eric skulled as hare for this magnificent run on a beautiful evening. Rickshaw for lost property - a jacket Tyles
has been carrying around for weeks. F$&k knows if there were any more skulls.
The raffle was won by someone and EE won the stubby 6 pack skin, drawn by Thumbs. No idea who won the other
prise.
The hashers relaxed around the fire with beers and barbie, talking shit long into the night .
ON ON E.E

The 2021 Committee The Committee that “ Will Make LH3 Great Again”
GM: DerbsJM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Boong, Monk: Sheila Trail Master: Inlet , Horn: Electric Eric , Lip: Tyles, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy,

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 2d November 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 4th November 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Tight Spot
Joke of the Week
A Man went to the Proctologist’s office for his first examination.
The nurse told him to have a seat in the examination room and that the doctor will be with you in a few
minutes. When the man sat down and began observing the tools, he noticed there were three items on a
stand next to the doctor desk’
I a tube ok K-Y Jelly
2 A rubber glove
3 A glass of beer
When the Doctor finally came in the man said Look Doc I am a bit confused, this is my first examination.
I know what the K-Y Jelly is for and I know what the rubber glove is for, but can you tell me what the BEER
is for.
At that the Doctor became noticeably outraged and stormed out the door. The Doctor flung the door
open and yelled Fu** it nurse I said a BUTT LIGHT

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
This weeks run
is at Trevallyn

Why were you
the only two
that went to the
wrong run tonight

I told you to
read the Trash
Rickshaw

